Written Assignment 3: Public Data Reflection

Due Friday 12/10/21 Before 5:00 PM

(Late submissions will be accepted without penalty until Friday 12/17/21 at 5 PM)

Total Points = 30

Expect this assignment to take 2-6 hours for reviewing the Detroit Equitable Open Data Report, reviewing published datasets on Open Data Buffalo, and writing your reflection

After working with the city violations and tax datasets, you’ve learned that publically available data can sometimes be deanonymized. In some cases, like with violations for not cutting your grass, this might not seem like a big deal. After all, if you’re not mowing your lawn, your neighbors (i.e. the public) already know, and must have reported you in order to receive a violation. However, thanks to the scale and access to data that we currently experience, minor infractions can add up to major stigma.

Activists in Detroit have written an Equitable Open Data Report in response to this very problem. As they claim, open data can have positive outcomes like increasing government transparency on a local level, but it can also lead to harm for residents. As examples, they list how “blight tickets” can reinforce stigma about “bad” neighborhoods and negatively influence property values or contribute to red-lining practices; how block level crime incident reports can be deanonymized and subject crime victims to re-victimization through future harassment; and how attempts to improve Detroit with the “Open Issues” queue can actually lead to loss of property by allowing metal scrappers to pinpoint temporarily abandoned vehicles faster than previously possible.

Unfortunately, no similar Equitable Open Data Report or movement exists in Buffalo just yet. But that provides this class with an excellent learning opportunity. For this reflection, please review Detroit’s Equitable Open Data Report and familiarize yourself with its general purpose and aims. Then, explore the data available at Open Data Buffalo (some of which you’ve already worked with in this class).

Assignment:

Once you’ve checked out both the open data report and Buffalo’s publically available data, answer the following questions:

- Do any of the data sets available at Open Data Buffalo carry the potential to cause harm to residents, especially if they can be deanonymized with other publically available data? And if so, what are those potential harms?

- What, if any, changes could be made to reduce the risk of harm for residents?

Please remember that the purpose of a reflection is to carefully consider the causes and potential results of a problem. This is a thought experiment, and you will be graded on how deeply you considered the problem and the connections you make to the course materials. You are not expected to solve all potential problems that arise from open data everywhere. Just take some time to think about the principles outlined in Detroit’s report and compare it with the level of accessibility in Buffalo.
Your reflection should be between 300-500 words in length. You are required to reference both Open Data Buffalo and the Equitable Open Data Report at least once. You do not need citations, as we are all working with the same resources. Simply note where the information came from in the body of your reflection. You are allowed to write the reflection on data you’ve already used for prior assignments, but keep in mind that simply reproducing statements already made on this assignment sheet will not indicate very deep thinking on your part. Excellent reflections will go beyond the surface level observations listed here and bring their own perspectives into consideration.
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